Backcountry Activity Policies

Corralco Ski Resort wants to promote the practice
of alpine skiing on public grounds, subject to be
perfomed under certain safety rules that will
provide a safe experience for all those who practice
it.
During the hours of operation, we request that all
ascent traffic be made along the edge of the run and
in a single row. Access to lifts and ski resort
facilities is reserved for customers who have a
valid ticket issued by the resort. We ask all
sportspeople and tourists who visit our mountain to
adhere to the skier's code of responsibility, which
can be found on our run maps and ticket offices.
Corralco Ski Resort understands the interest of
lovers of winter activities, to continue doing
activities such as snowshoeing and alpine skiing,
even when the resort has finished its operation,
however we do not recommend the use of our land
in periods outside the operating hours, as the work
of runs grooming, lift maintenance and other
operations are carried out 24 hours, threatening the
physical safety of any mountain lover.
If you choose to use our resort during nonoperating hours, must be aware that you do so at
your own risk and responsibility. Help us
minimize the risks for you and our staff by
following some guidelines that will provide you
with a better and safer sports day:
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• Wear bright, reflective clothing for night-time
activities. A flashlight may also be helpful.
• Be careful with snowmobiling, grooming
machines or heavy machinery that could
be anywhere on the mountain. Teams are
working to deliver a better service.
• Avoid trails or runs that have been
groomed; they are prepared to give a great
experience to all the skiers that will visit
us.
• Entering closed grounds is prohibited and
it is everyone's responsibility to visualize
which runs are open and which are not.
• The Snowpark is closed outside normal
operating hours.
• Since we are in a protected wild area,
entry of domestic animals is not allowed.
Help us to protect the fauna of this place.
• Never ski or walk alone. Be prepared
for changes in weather and snow
conditions.
• If you are going to carry out Backcountry
activities, please always carry your safety
gear. (ARVA, probe and shovel).

Please keep in mind that our mountain rescuers
and ski patrols perform a sweep on each of the
ski center's runs at the end of the lift operation.
Any emergency that occurs after this, will be
in charge of external entities, which will delay
the delivery of aid.

Backcountry Activity Policies

Corralco Ski Resort offers a selection of activities such as skiing, snowboarding, alpine skiing,
snowshoeing and excursions through the Malalcahuello National Reserve.

Check these and other activities.

